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Let (a, fi, px) and (li, 9t, Pi) be probability spaces, with f: 9 x n -+ n a 
p x F/F measurable map. Define pxY on /3 x fl by pxr(A) = px Q ~~{(x, y): 
(x, f(x, y)) E A}, and let pr = (/.q @ P~LN) 0 f-l. An expression is determined 
for computing the Shannon information in the measure pxxr. This expression 
is used to compute the information for the non-linear additive Gaussian channel, 
and can be used to solve the channel capacity problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let (Q, B) and (A, 9) be measurable spaces, pxu a probability measure on 
/3 x 9, px and pr the projections of pLxu . px(A) = p&A x A); p,(B) = 
p&Q x B). Let pLx @ py denote product measure. The information contained 
in the measure 12;~~ , a concept originated by Shannon [I], with generalization 
and rigorous proofs by Gel’fand and Yaglom [2], Dobrushin [3], and Kallianpur 
[4], is defined as follows. Let K be any positive integer, and A, ,..., AK a /3 x 9 
measurable partition of Q x A. Define the information in this partition as 
IK;A,..... A&XV) = f ktdAil log pxp;~;a,] * 
i=l 2 
The “average mutual information” in the measure pXy is then defined to be 
&KY) = s”P~K:A,,...,AKbXY) (2) 
where the supremum is taken over all positive integers K and measurable parti- 
tions A, ,..., AK. 
From the definition, it is clear that I(pxy) = co if pxv is not absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to px @ py . If pxy < pLx @ pLy , then Dobrushin [3] and 
Kallianpur [4] have shown that 
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The channel capacity problem is defined as follows. p,,, is a probability 
measure on (A, 9) and yX a probability on (C2, /3). f: S;, Y A + A is /3 >: .F/S 
measurable. In the most general channel model, pLxI- is defined by pXY(&g) :-: 
pX @ ~,~{(.z., y): (2, f(~, y)) E A). Here, pN represents noise, pX signal, and f a 
communication channel. Perhaps the simplest non-trivial example when s*, and 
A are function spaces is f(~, y) = x + y. The channel capacity problem is then 
to determine sup o I&r) for a fixed P,~ , where Q is a set of constraints imposed 
on pX to satisfy physical restrictions. f can either be allowed to vary (in which 
case the constraints also include conditions onf) or can be fixed. 
If pXr is not Gaussian, direct computation of I&,) can be very difficult. In 
this paper, we prove a representation for I(yXY) which should be easier to apply 
than (3), and does not require explicit calculation of dpXv/dp, @ pY . We then 
apply this representation to calculating I(pXY) and channel capacity for the 
non-linear additive Gaussian channel, when f(~, z) == A(u) $ v and CL,,, is 
Gaussian. For this channel, we also obtain specialized conditions for our repre- 
sentation to hold. 
In [SJ, Kadota, Zakai, and Ziv have determined the capacity of the nonlinear 
additive channel with feedback (f(~, U) = A(u, U) + V, where A satisfies causal- 
ity conditions) when pLN is Wiener measure. They showed the problem could be 
simplified if 
dpxy (x, y) = %F (y) 
Gx 0 WY 
a.e. 4x@/+, 
where p,cr,,\,) is induce from pN (for fixed X) by f(~, N) = A(x, IV) + N. The 
development in [5] was based on the martingale properties of the Wiener 
process. In obtaining our representation for I(pXy), we also obtain an expression 
similar to (4) for the general channel; see (8), below. 
We assume hereafter that pXl is given by the general channel model described 
above: pXr(A) = pX @ ~~((2, y): (x,~(x, y)) E Aj. fz: A ---, A is defined by 
&.(y) = ,f(~, y). If CD is a normed linear space, then B[@] will denote the Bore1 
a-field with respect to the norm topology. pi “pa denotes mutual absolute 
continuity of pi and t+ . 
REPRESENTATION OF I(pxy) 
LEMMA [6]. Ifp*N~f;l - PN a.e. &x(x), the-n PXY - PX @ PY and PY - PN . 
THEOREM. Let p be the completion of p with respect to pX and /3 x F the 
completion of p x F with respect to px @ pN , with jiX and pcLx @ pN the extended 
measures. Suppose that 
(a) PN’fz-l -pN a-e. &x(x); 
(b) the map g: (x, y) ---f (dpN ofg’)/dpN (y) is ,B x F/B[R’] measurable; 
Cc) j-11 h+b++‘N)l (Y) 44y) -=c 03. 
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Then 
~XY) = jojA [~‘%(d~N ofil/d~~) ($1 dt‘N CJ~,-‘(Y) +x(x) 
- A [log(dpYldpN) b)] dpY(Y). 
s 
Proof. Let $ be the completion of 9 with respect to pN, with pN the 
extension of pN to $. Let jiy and pN 0 f,-l denote the extensions of pLy and 
pN Q f,-’ to 9, where pN 0 f,-l is defined for all x such that pN 0 f,-l N pN . 
The following statements can be verified: 
--- 
(i) f is ,6 x S/g measurable 
cii) pY = PX @ PN ‘f -’ 
-_ 
(iii) pN 0 f;’ = jiN 0 f;’ if pN 0 f,yl N pN 
(iv) FN of;r wpy if pN ofi N pN 
(v) /3 x S = /? x 9 (completion with respect to pX @ IJiN) and ~ ___ 
~J~XO~N=PXO/JN- 
For example, to prove (i), let A E $. Then A = B u C, B E 9, CC C, , 
Cl E 9 ) pN(cl) = 0. PX @ pN[f?cdl = .f~2 PN of,$[cll &N(x) = 0, since 
PN Of ,I N PN a.e. dpx(x) and pN(cI) = 0. Hence f-l(A) =f-l(B) uf-l(C), 
;?;; E ; ; 2 f-‘(c) cf-‘(cl), f-‘(c,) E fl x st, PX 8 tLN[f-l(Cl)] = 0, so 
E 
From the Lemma and assumption (a), pxy N px @ py and so pxu N 
/ox @ pr . We first show that (dpxY/dpx @ py) (x, y) = (dpN 0 f;l/dpy) (y) a.e. 
dpx @ py(x, y). Let A E /3, B ~9, CC C, , Cl E/I x 9, px @ pN(Cl) = 0. 
Then 
~xy[(A x B) u Cl = ~xr(A x B) 
= FX @ pN+, Y>: (%f@, Y>> ’ A x B} 
= n~N{y:(X,f(x,y))E,4 X Bl444 
s 
= 
i 
A ~N{Y:f@, Y) E Bl +x(X) 
=sI &iv of;’ dpy (Y) dih(Y) dih(x>* AB (6) 
since pN a f;’ N pN a.e. dpx(x) implies pN 0 fi’ wpy a.e. dpx(x) (by the 
Lemma) and the last equality in (6) follows from (dpN 0 f;‘/dp,,)( y) = 
(d,tiN 0 f;‘/dpy)( y) a.e. d&J y), for almost all x(dp,). Applying the appropriate 
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Fubini theorem (for complete measure spaces; see, e.g., [7], pp. 387-388) to (6), 
/%YV x B) ” Cl = J;Axa)“c LdpN ‘f~‘id~Yl (Y) &X @ PY(% y>. (7) 
Hence, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, 
[d@~Y/dp~ @pYl (% y) = rdpN ofil/dpY] (y) a-e. +x0/+. (8) 
-- 
For the completed measure rS;x, on ,6 x 9, we define I(pXy) as in (1), (2), and 
(3), replacing CLOY with ,G,~Y and PX @ py with tax @ py. This is a slight varia- 
tion from our original definition, since frequently (usu&‘y, in our applications) - ___ 
jx~#flx~=flxcF (R emark 2, below). Now dpxy/dpx @ py = 
dFixY/d~r 0 PY a.e. Gx 0 PY , and so &XY) = I(jixy), from (3). From (8), 
%‘xY) = jQx, [log “;;f’ (Y)] “;;f’ (y) dpiy(y(x, y) 
zzz 
I [ f2XA log dp;;N/;l (Y)] “$ y”-’ (y) dpxy(x, y) (9) 
- 
S[ A log $$ (Y)] 44y) 
with the last equality obtained by noting that py N PN (Lemma), that (x, y) --+ 
‘hfil/dcLy (Y) %ddcLN (Y) is p X 9 measurable, and that the second integral 
on the right side of (9) is finite (assumption (c)) and equal to 
I [ RX‘4 1% 2 (Y)] dp& (x, Y) Gx 0 PY(T Y>- 
Log dpN of ,‘/dpN exists and is 9 measurable a.e. d&x). Using this, the 
Fubini theorem and the fact that h(x) log h( x is uniformly bounded from below ) 
for h(x) > 0, the first integral on the right side of (9) can be written as 
ss [1% nn dp;;f-’ (Y)] “r;;,“-’ (Y) d,%(y) di4W 
The inner integral can be written a.e. dpx(x) as 
log dp;;E' ( y)] ";;f' ( y) djiy( y) 
= 
S[ 
log &+a o fai-’ 
A dpN (Y)]di+fi-l(Y) 
= 
S[ 
log dll.Nfi-’ 
A dpN b)] dh’ ofi’b>9 
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the last equality because y -+ (dpN of,‘/dpN) (y) is 9 measurable a.e. d&x). 
X--t S[ log dmfi-’ A 7 (Y)] ‘hi Of;’ (Y) 
is j measurable, and thus one obtains the expression for I(pXY) given in (5). 1 
Remarks. (1) If the first int%ral J&I [l%(dk‘N Of ;l/dcLN) (Y)] dt% a 
f ;cl(y) dpX(x) of (5) is finite, then assumption (c) of the theorem is satisfied, since 
I&r) > 0 and the second integral in (5) is non-negative. If I(pXr) < co, then 
the first integral must be finite for assumption (c) to hold. 
(2) If the map f of the Theorem is /3 x F measurable, then the proof shows 
(see (6)) that (4wId~x 0 PY) (x, Y> = (dcLN of~‘/dm> (Y) a.e. dcLx 0 PY , and 
that the first integral on the right side of (5) can be written in terms of px, 
rather than Fix. However, the added generality in assuming g is only /3 x 9 
measurable is important; in many applications a representation for g is the 
limit a.e. dpX @ py of a sequence of /I x 3 measurable functions, and so p x 9 
measurability of this g cannot be assumed unless (Sz x A, /I x g, pX @ py) is 
complete. This probability space will generally not be complete in our applica- 
tions. In fact, in our principal applications Q and A are separable Banach 
spaces, /3 and S the Bore1 u-fields, pN Gaussian, and px a member of a family 
of measures including Gaussian measures. In such a framework, (Sz x A, 
/i? x 9, jiX@pN) will g enerally not be complete. Of course, if g is j? x 9 
measurable, then there exists a /3 x 9 measurable function h such that h = g 
a.e. dpx @ py. However, given a particular representation for g, one cannot 
assume that this specific representation is p x F measurable. Finally, if there 
exists any representation for g which is /3 x Sr measurable, and h,(y) = (dpN o 
fL’/dpy) (y) a.e. dpy(y) whenever pN 0 fi’ N pN, then the theorem holds 
with g replaced by h, h(x, y) E h,(y). This follows because h,(y) = g(x, y) a.e. 
dpx @ py under assumption (a), so that h is /I x 9 measurable. 
APPLICATION 
We will demonstrate the usefulness of the Theorem for the non-linear 
additive Gaussian channel. Let 52 = Hr , A = Ha , where Hi is a real separable 
Hilbert space with inner product (*, .)i . Let /3 = B[HJ, 9 I B[H,I. pN is 
assumrned to be zero-mean Gaussian, with covariance operator RN . Typical 
examples in applications arise when Hi is E, ,I, , or&[@ T], and px (resp. pN) is 
induced by a stochastic process on (0, &, P) with almost all paths in HI (resp., 
H,). Let A be any B[HJB[H,] measurable map. Define the channel operation 
f by f (x, Y) = 44 + Y. 
If A(x) is in range (R$“), then [9] pN of i1 - pN and [dpN 0 f il/dpN] (y) = 
expC& C1<4x>, e,J2 <Y, e,J2 - 8 2 <4x), en%, where & ,n > 11 denotes 
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the non-zero eigenvaiues of pn: and {e, , n ;: I ) associated orthonormal eigen- 
vectors. The first series in the exponent converges a.e. &,&v) for -4(x) in 
range (Ry2), and the second series converges for A(x) in range (Rz’). The two 
series thus converge a.e. LIP, @ pLN if A(x) is in range (R1j2) a.e. dpX(x), and 
since the exponent is a sum of B[H,] x B[H,] measurable functions the function 
g: (x, y) + [dpN ~f;‘/dp~] (y) [&/dj~r] (y) is then B[H,] x B[H,] measurable. 
Expression (5) can thus be used to calculate I(pXY) if assumption (c) is satisfied; 
this assumption will be satisfied (Remark 1) if the first integral on the right side 
of (5) is finite. We next compute this integral. 
For A(x) in range (R$2), define R%,~: Hz - R1 by 
i n 
g,,,(y) = exp I- z &W4 d2 <Y, G2 + i. f G’<W, ed2i . 21 
71 i=l 
Define the sequence of u-fields {Fn, n > 11 by Sn = u((., eli2 ,..., (., e,>,). 
Then g,,, = E,[&+/(dl~-~ of;l) 19J, where I?,(.) denotes expectation with 
respect to pN Of ;‘- {gr,n , %?? , n >, 1 ; pN Of ;‘> is a uniformly integrable mar- 
tingale, and so {[logg,,,], 9n , n 3 1; pN 0 f ;‘} is a supermartingale. Moreover, 
E,[logg,,,12 = 5 i G1V<4~), eJ2 (A(x), eJ2 
11 
' [(R,@% , ej> + (J'@), %>2 (A(x), ej>zl 
= i &‘(A(x), ei)2, + $ (i &‘(A(x), ei):r. 
1 1 
Hence, supn E,[log gr,J2 < co, and so {[logg,,,], n > l} is uniformly integrable 
with respect to pN of;‘. Thus, by the martingale convergence theorem we 
obtain (for A(x) in range (Rg2)) 
lH2 [log&, r>l d/-h of,-‘(y) = - li,m lHo [lOg&,n(Y)l d/-b Ofil(Y) 
= 4 f h,‘(A(x), e,)2, . 
1 
Now suppose that A(x) is in range (R1i2) a.e. d&x). Then by monotone con- 
vergence, 
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If assumption (c) of the theorem is satisfied, then (using (10)) 
&fY) =t: xi1 s,, Wxh en>,2 444 - J;, [1% e (Y)] &Y(Y). (11) 
1 
The first integral depends only on second-moment properties of pLx 0 A-l, and 
the second integral should be easier to compute than the original integral (3) 
for Z(PCLXY). 
Kow consider the channel capacity problem. We assume that 
so that pLx o A-l has mean m,,, and covariance operator R,, . The mean does not 
affect the value of Z(p.,r) [lo], so we assume // mAX II2 = 0. One can show that 
Z(pXY) is maximized (over all probability measures with covariance operator R,,) 
when pX c A-l is Gaussian [lo]. When Z+ 0 A-l is Gaussian, then Z(prr) < co 
if and only if R,, = Rg2TRr for T traceclass, which always implies Z.L~ 0 A-l 
[range (R1i2)] = 1 without requiring that pX 0 A-l be Gaussian [8]. Assumptions 
(a) and (b) of the theorem are thus satisfied if R,* has this form, and also 
assumption (c) since then Z(pXr) < co ( see Eq. (11)). Thus, the set Q of con- 
straints on pX and A utilized in determining sup o Z(pXY) must include (from (11)) 
the requirement that Cla hi1 JH1 (A(x), e,);&(x) < co, if one is to permit 
pX 0 A-l to be Gaussian and is to have a finite capacity. This requirement is 
equivalent (for pX 0 A-l zero-mean) to R,, = RyTRz2 for trace-class. We 
can take (WLOG) range(T) C range(Rz2), and (11) then becomes 
1 
Z(pry) = - Trace T - 
2 .r [ Hz 
1% gf (Y)] &Y(Y). (12) 
Since the integral jH2 [log(dpr/dp,,,) (y) can be easily computed when pX 0 A-l 
is Gaussian, and since Z@rY) is maximized when Z+ 0 A-l is Gaussian, (12) has 
enabled a complete solution to the channel capacity problem when pFLx and A 
are permitted to vary [lo]. 
If one is simply computing the mutual information for this channel for a 
given pX 0 A-1, and if px 0 A-l is a zero-mean second-order measure with 
covariance operator RAX = Rs’2TR1N/2 for T trace-class, then pX 0 
A-‘[range( = 1 [8]. From (lo), if RAX has this decomposition then 
Z(pXy) < co and its value is given by (12) (assuming that range(T) C 
range@,)). Conversely, if (5) is to be used to compute Z(pXy), and Z(pXy) is 
finite, then it is necessary that t~z o A-l be second-order with covariance operator 
RAX = Rst2TRg2 for T trace-class. Therefore, for the non-linear additive 
Gaussian channel, (5) can be used to calculate a finite Z(pXy) if and only if 
px 0 A-’ has covariance operator of this type. 
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ON THE ASUMPTIONS OF THE THEOREM 
It is obvious that the representation (5) for I(pXY) cannot be used unless 
PN of;‘< PN, and for the additive Gaussian channel this implies pX 0 
A-1[range(R1,‘2)] = 1. The development leading to (5) requires that the function -- 
g be at least /I x 9 measurable, and this is satisfied for the additive Gaussian 
channel. For this channel, we now consider assumption (c): 
s 
(log[d~Y/d~Nl (Y)> dt‘Y(Y) < O”- 
ff2 
We have shown that if pX o k1[range(Rz2)] = 1 and I(pXr) < CO, then (5) 
can be used to calculate I(pXy) if and only if pX o A-l is a second-order measure 
with covariance operator RAx = R#“TR$” for T trace-class. If pX 0 A-l is 
Gaussian, such a representation is necessary and sufficient for pLx o A-1 
[range(Rx2)] = 1 [8]. Thus, (5) can be used to compute I&r) when r”;u 0 A-l 
is Gaussian if and only if RRx = Rz2TRg2 for T trace-class, since I(prr) < CO 
in this case if and only if pX 0 A-l [range(Rx”)] = 1 [6]. 
Now suppose pX 0 A-l is not necessarily Gaussian. If this measure is zero- 
mean second-order with covariance operator RAx , and RAx # R$“TR#” for 
some Hilbert-Schmidt T, then pr 1 pN when pX o A-l (hence pr) is Gausian, 
[9]. In this case, supn sx, (log[+r”/d&] d&y) = 00 [ll], where pm (resp. 
pNn) is the restriction of PLY (resp., PN) to the u-field %n = a{(., ei),! ,..., (., e,),}. 
If pX o A-l is any zero-mean second-order measure, then pm N t.~,,,+’ [lo]. Now 
if pLx 0 A-l is not Gaussian, but satisfies pX o A-l [range(Rg2)] = 1, then 
dpYldpN is defined and 
jH, &‘gh#&vl (Y>> +Y(Y) = s:P J;, (log[dk”/d&? (3’)) 4-+(y) 
[12]. However, for each n, sH2 (log[dpyn/dpNn] (y)) dpy2(y) is minimized (over 
all zero-mean second-order probability measures having RAx as covariance 
operator) when py is Gaussian [lo]. Thus, we see that if RAx # R’N/“TR’N/” for 
T Hilbert-Schmidt, then sH, log[d~y/d~N] (y) dpy(y) = co even with pX 0 A-l 
[range(Rg2)] = 1. We conclude that RAx = Rz2TRy2 for T Hilbert-Schmidt is 
a necessary condition for (5) to be valid in computing I&r). This also shows 
that ssumption (c) is, in general, not implied by assumption (a). 
A specific example where pX 0 A-l [range(R$j2)] = 1 and (5) cannot be used 
is the following. Let Hr = H, , let A = 1 (the identity operator), let p, > 0 
for 71 > 1 and Cp, = 1. We assume that RN has infinite-dimensional range 
space. Let pX be the purely atomic measure defined by pX{e,, - &pkek} = p, . 
pX is second-order and zero-mean, with covariance operator Rx = Ckpnen @ 
- 
kge 
m @ m, where m = xnp,,en . Let p, = (Ck &J-r &, . Then m is in 
(RT), so that pJrange(R$‘)] = 1. However, R, = Rf.fTRT, where 
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T = (Cn A,)-2 [I - u @u], with u = En W2e,. Since I - u @u is not 
Hilbert-Schmidt (nor even compact!) fH2 (log[d~Y/d~N] (y)) d&y) = CO and 
(5) cannot be used to compute I(pxY). 
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